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Sr  
No  Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  Define   the   following   terms   for   alternating   current:   (i)   Peak   value,   (ii)   Periodic  
time,   (iii)   frequency.  

3  Define  

2  What   is   the   mean   value   of   alternating   current   during   one   cycle?   Derive   the  
relation   between   mean   value   of   alternating   current   and   peak   current.  

3  Mean   current  

3  Why   is   there   no   deflection   in   a   galvanometer   when   an   alternating   current  
passes   through   it?  

1  Mean   current  

4  Define   the   term   ‘root   mean   square   value’   of   an   alternating   current.  1  RMS   value  

5  Obtain   the   relation   between   rms   value   of   an   alternating   current   and   its   peak  
value.  

3  Derive  

6  Which   of   the   following   readings   is   indicated   by   an   ammeter   when   used   with  
an   alternating   current:   peak   current,   mean   current   or   rms   current?  

1  RMS   current  

7  What   is   a   phasor   diagram?   Draw   phasor   diagram   to   show   the   relation  
between   current   and   voltage   for   a   circuit   containing   resistance   only.  

2  Phasor  

8  Draw   phasor   diagrams   showing   the   relation   between   voltage   and   current   for  
the   following   series   circuits:   (i)   circuit   containing   inductor   and   resistor,   (ii)  
circuit   containing   capacitor   and   resistor,   (iii)   circuit   containing   inductor,  
capacitor   and   resistor,   and   (iv)   circuit   containing   inductor   and   capacitor.  

5  Phasor  

9  Show   that,   in   an   ac   circuit   containing   resistance   only,   voltage   and   current  
are   in   phase.   Draw   phasor   diagram  

3  Phasor   with  
only   R  

10  Show   that,   in   an   ac   circuit   containing   inductor   and   resistance   in   series,  
voltage   leads   the   current   by   a   phase   angle   of   90 o .   State   the   equation   for  
phase   angle.   Draw   phasor   diagram.  

5  Phasor   for   LR  

11  Show   that,   in   an   ac   circuit   containing   resistance   and   capacitor   in   series,  
voltage   lags   behind   the   current   by   a   phase   angle   of   90 o .   State   the   equation  
for   phase   angle.   Draw   phasor   diagram.  

5  Phasor   for   CR  

12  Define   the   terms   inductive   reactance   and   capacitive   reactance.   State   their  
units.  

2  Define  

13  What   is   the   term   used   to   indicate   the   opposition   offered   by   a   circuit  
containing   inductor,   capacitor   and   resistor   in   series?   What   is   its   unit?  

2  Define  

14  Show   that   the   inductive   reactance   is   directly   proportional   to   the   frequency   of  
the   alternating   current.   Show   the   graphical   variation   of   X L    with   frequency.   

3  Derive  

15  Show   that   the   capacitive   reactance   is   inversely   proportional   to   the  
frequency   of   alternating   current.Show   the   graphical   variation   of   X C    with  
frequency.   

3  Derive  
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16  Derive   an   expression   for   the   total   reactance   offered   by   an   ac   circuit  
containing   inductor,   capacitor   and   resistor   in   series.   

5  LCR   circuit  

17  In   a   series   LCR   circuit,   under   what   conditions   is   (i)   voltage   leading   the  
current,   (ii)   current   leading   the   voltage,   and   (iii)   voltage   and   current   are   in  
phase?   You   may   start   with   the   equation   for   phase   angle.  

3  LCR   circuit  

18  Derive   an   expression   for   the   resonant   frequency   of   a   series   LC   circuit.  3  Resonant  
frequency  

19  Derive   the   equation   for   the   resonant   frequency   of   a   series   LCR   circuit.  
Under   what   condition   does   resonance   occur?   

3  Resonant  
frequency  

20  Obtain   the   expression   for   the   average   power   in   an   ac   circuit   containing   only  
resistance.  

3  Derive   -Power   

21  Obtain   the   expression   for   average   power   in   an   ac   circuit   containing   both  
inductance   and   resistance   in   series.   Define   the   term   ‘power   factor’.  

3  Power   factor  

22  Define   the   term   ‘power   factor’.   What   is   the   ideal   value   of   power   factor?  
What   is   the   unit   of   power   factor?  

3  Power   factor  

23  Define   the   term   ‘wattless   current’.  1  Wattless  
current  

24  For   a   series   LCR   circuit   connected   to   an   alternating   current,   define   the  
terms   half   power   points,   bandwidth   and   Q-factor.  

3  LCR  

25  Derive   the   equation   for   power   consumed   in   an   LCR   series   circuit.   Hence  
obtain   the   value   of   maximum   power.   

3  Power   in   LCR  

26  What   is   Q-factor   of   series   LCR   circuit?   To   which   band   of   frequencies   will  
electronic   circuits   with   high   Q   values   respond?  

2  Define  

27  State   the   characteristics   of   a   series   resonant   circuit.  3  Resonant  
circuit  

28  What   is   a   transformer?   Discuss   the   construction   and   working   of   a  
transformer.  

5  Transformer  

29  State   the   energy   losses   in   a   transformer.  5  Transformer  

30  Explain   the   advantages   of   alternating   current   compared   to   direct   current.  3  AC   vs   DC  

31  What   is   the   effect   of   an   inductance   coil   in   an   ac   circuit?   How   does   this   effect  
depend   upon   the   frequency   of   the   alternating   current?   

2  Inductance  

32  What   are   the   maximum   and   minimum   values   of   power   factor   and   under  
what   conditions?  

2  Power   factor  

33  Prove   that   an   ideal   capacitor   connected   to    an   ac   source   does   not   dissipate  
power.  

3  Power   in   c  
circuit  

34  Power   factor   can   be   improved   by   introducing   a   capacitor   of   an   appropriate  
capacitance   in   the   circuit.   Explain.  

2  Power   factor  

35  Prove   that   an   ideal   inductor   does   not   dissipate   power   in   an   ac   circuit.  3  Inductor  
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